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Joe—  

July 4th is a time to celebrate and thank the 
brave men and women who have sacrificed so 
much to safeguard our country and our freedom. 
At the same time, let's remember that minerals 
make possible much of the technology that 
enables modern national defense.  

Minerals keep our nation and our troops safe 
and fuel innovations that improve veterans' 
quality of life. For example, minerals are 
essential in manufacturing prosthetics for 
wounded soldiers once they return home.  

Below are examples of just some of the minerals 
and metals that are essential to defense 
technologies like fighter jets, radar and night-
vision goggles. Click to learn more about their 
applications:  

 Uranium 

 Molybdenum 

 Silver 

 Copper 

 Rare Earths 

The strength of our nation's defense is reinforced 
by our domestic mineral supply. The U.S. has a 
supply of mineral resources estimated at $6.2 

  

DID YOU KNOW?  
  
  

Op-Ed: Keeping Minerals in the Ground Keeps 
Them Out of Our Economy  

 

Megan E. Hansen of Strata and William F. 
Shughart II of the Independent Institute explain 
how proposed mineral land withdrawals can hurt 
the U.S. economy. Read the full op-ed in Inside 
Sources here.  

  

Minerals Make Fireworks! 

http://click.mxdelivery.com/?qs=737eff207e629dc6c0431fd3b8fd8ac8961b41a6098a6f45103e55f91caffd140bcaac8f121d8d01
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http://click.mxdelivery.com/?qs=737eff207e629dc6e521ac25c777d6a03100d73aef2fabd575f134a4f712aa711adeebba66d4c5dc
http://click.mxdelivery.com/?qs=737eff207e629dc6e521ac25c777d6a03100d73aef2fabd575f134a4f712aa711adeebba66d4c5dc
http://click.mxdelivery.com/?qs=737eff207e629dc6e521ac25c777d6a03100d73aef2fabd575f134a4f712aa711adeebba66d4c5dc
http://click.mxdelivery.com/?qs=737eff207e629dc6a7773f2561d66bc32173eee2e5a378758b10775e1b353ff4917bc296a2a1fac6
http://click.mxdelivery.com/?qs=737eff207e629dc6e521ac25c777d6a03100d73aef2fabd575f134a4f712aa711adeebba66d4c5dc


trillion. However, many of these minerals remain 
locked underground due to a redundant and 
duplicative mine permitting process.  

 

As we thank the servicemen and women who 
work diligently to protect our country, let's also 
acknowledge the importance of providing our 
military with resources, technology and 
equipment they need.  

I hope that you and your family have a wonderful 
4th of July.  

Thank you, 

Hal Quinn 
NMA President and CEO  
  

 

Minerals like barium, copper, lithium and 
magnesium are used to make fireworks! Share 
this fun fact with your friends on Facebook and 
Twitter.  
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